Navigation Guide from the West Metropolitan Education Center Ramp to Executive Education

1. Take the elevator from the underground parking ramp to the second floor skyways.

2. Once off the elevator, veer right through the sliding doors and then left towards Opus Hall.

3. You will enter through these sliding doors to enter into Opus Hall.

4. Continuing walking past the Charles J. Keffer Library.
5. Veer to the right, and you will see the skyway that takes you to Terrence Murphy Hall.

6. Walk through the skyway into the atrium of Terrence Murphy Hall.

7. Once you reach the staircase, you are in the atrium - go down the stairs toward the security desk on the right. (Elevators are available on the 2nd floor to the right of the staircase.)

8. Once at the security desk, you will see the Executive Education Department. Welcome and come in!